February 15th, 2022

ORIENT adds new models to its popular vintage-inspired diver
design line-up
ORIENT is launching two new models to its vintage-inspired diver design* watch models. The
new models add an on-trend vintage touch to ORIENT’s signature colour gradation dials. The
fresh colours and striking accents add to their appeal, making them fashionable items when
worn around town.
*Not an ISO standard diver’s watch.
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Diver design models are an important part of ORIENT’s 70-plus year history, representing
everything that is ORIENT since they were first launched in the 1960s. The new models offer
casual and fashionable designs that can be worn for any occasion, with the same basic
specifications as the current range, such as sapphire crystal, enhanced water resistance to 20
bar, and ORIENT’s automatic movement that provides stable high accuracy and reliability.
These models feature the distinctive bi-colour rotating bezel and ORIENT’s signature colour
gradation dials. There are two dial colours to choose from: burgundy gradation and a limitededition blue gradation of just 2,800 pieces. The limited edition model is complemented by goldcoloured hands. On the aluminum plate of the bezel, two different colours share borders
separated at the triangular and 15-minute markers: burgundy and brown for the regular model,
and blue and black with a gold fringe for the limited edition. The Luminous Light with a sepiatoned vintage effect on the hands and dot indices provides the well-worn look of a watch that
has been used and loved for many years. These details, together with colour gradation dials
create an eye-catching vintage look.

RA-AA0814R

Case back with engravings.
（RA-AA0815L）

RA-AA0815L

Box for limited edition model.
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About ORIENT
ORIENT has provided the world with high-quality watches, combining reliable movements
with innovative designs for more than 70 years. ORIENT is a Japanese watch brand that
designs, produces its own movements and crafts finished watches. The brand’s fine-quality
watches are provided at accessible prices, making them extremely popular among watch lovers
both in Japan and overseas. ORIENT timepieces are sought after by watch fans and discerning
watch collectors all over the world.
Discover more at:orient-watch.com

― Product Specifications ―
Collection
Reference

Sports
RA-AA0814R

RA-AA0815L

Movement

Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical inhouse caliber F6922 made in Japan

Power reserve

40 hours

Accuracy

＋25 seconds ～ －15 seconds per day

Case material
(colour)
Case size
Case back

Stainless steel

Lug to lug 46.8mm / diameter 41.8 mm / thickness 12.8 mm
Dolphin icon, limited edition and serial
number engraving

Dolphin icon

Glass
Strap

Stainless steel (gold colour plated bezel)

Front: sapphire crystal
Stainless steel (SUS316L) / trifold deployant buckle with push button and security latch /
width 22 mm

Colour of dial

Burgundy gradation

Blue gradation

Limited edition

―

2,800 limited editions

Water resistance 20 bar (not an ISO standard diverʼs watch), screw down crown,
Other features

second hands hacking, 22 jewels, Luminous Light, uni-directional rotating bezel, day,
date
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